To: RDA Steering Committee

From: Judith A. Kuhagen, Secretary, RSC

Subject: Additions and revisions to RDA 2.15.3, Plate Number for Music

The text below reflects the decisions made by the RDA Steering Committee during its November 2016 meeting and via email after the meeting.

2.15.3.1 Scope

[1st paragraph unchanged]

A plate number for notated music sometimes includes initials, abbreviations, or words identifying the publisher. It is sometimes followed by a number corresponding to the number of pages or plates or a number corresponding to an individual page or plate.

[3rd paragraph unchanged]

2.15.3.3 Recording Plate Number for Notated Music

Record a plate number for notated music. If a number includes an abbreviation, word, or phrase identifying a publisher, include that abbreviation, word, or phrase as part of the number.

EXAMPLE

2470

St. & B. Ltd. 531

8024. HL.

J. B. 96